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33 Probin g th e basin s of attractio n of a 
recurren tt  neura l networ k 

3.11 Introductio n 

Thee capacity of a neural network to recognize a pattern that is not precisely equal to, but 
resembles,, a given, stored pattern, is characterized by what is called, in a mathematical context, 
thee 'basin of attraction' of the stored pattern. If the basin is small, the network will be capable 
onlyy to associate a small set of similar patterns to a typical pattern, whereas for a large basin 
thee set of similar patterns that can be recognized is large. 

Oncee a pattern has been presented to a neural network, the neural network starts to evolve 
underr the influence of its own internal dynamics. In the following we are assuming deterministic 
dynamics.. Then if the network, at the end of a this deterministic process, ends in a unique 
statee this state is called a (single) attractor of the network. It is also possible that the network 
hopss between more than one final state, in which case one speaks of a multiple attractor 
[73,, 74, 75]. Patterns that evolve to an attractor are said to belong to the basin of attraction 
off this attractor. Many ways of characterizing basins are en vogue: basins are said to be deep 
orr shallow and narrow or wide [76]. 

AA way to influence the attractors and its basins is to change the network dynamics, switch-
ingg from deterministic to stochastic dynamics [77, 78]. Another way to change the dynamics of 
thee neural network is to vary the connections during the learning stage. The latter possibility 
cann be exploited in a model for an actual, biological system [79, 80, 81]. 

Wee are primarily interested in biological neural networks and are not aiming at mathematical 
problemss such as (optimizing) the storage capacity in relation to the sizes of the basins of 
attraction,, a subject that has got ample attention in the literature [56, 82, 83, 84, 85]. 

Manyy dynamical systems are parameterized by a certain constant K, sometimes called 
'marginn parameter'. The margin parameter K is claimed to be related to the size of the basins 
off attraction of the fixed points of the dynamics of a neural network [40, 43, 46, 86, 87]. 
Naively,, one would expect, for reasons that are directly related to the way this parameter K is 
introducedd in the model that, the larger K, the larger the basins of attraction will be. However, 
ass the 1997 study of Rodrigues Neto and Fontanari indicates this may not be true. Their 
numericall analysis, for tiny networks (up to 24 neurons) suggest that the number of attractors 
increasee with increasing K and that, perhaps because of this increase, the basins of attraction 
aree not enlarged — as one might expect in the first instance [88]. In this chapter, we will 
considerr the effect of the margin parameter on the basins for a network with 256 neurons. We 
willl find that the larger K, the larger the basins, in agreement with what one would expect 
naivelyy (see figure 3.1 for b = 0). 

Thee 1992 study of Wong and Sherrington is also concerned with the sizes of the basins 
off attraction. One of their finding is, roughly speaking, that the noisier the set of learning 
patterns,, the larger the basins of attraction [76]. 

Inn the preceding chapter we were concerned with learning of patterns £*\ In the derivation 
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off the learning rule we demanded these patterns £** to be fixed points. To obtain basins of 
attractionss we used the 'margin parameter' mentioned above, see section 2.2. In this chapter, 
wee will introduce basins of attraction more directly. That is, we will derive expressions for the 
weightss of the connections of a recurrent neural network by requiring the network to have a 
dynamicss with fixed points and prescribed basins off attraction. The latter requirement is intro-
ducedd via the demand that a collection of patterns Q has to exist such that all patterns in the 
collectionn evolve towards one of the fixed points. More specifically, we try and construct a net-
workk with weights Wy using not only a certain set of p prescribed patterns £** = (£{*,.. . ,££) , 
wheree fj, = 1 , . . . ,p, but a larger set of patterns, centered around these typical patterns. The 
sizee of these enlarged sets, called ^ ( 6 ) below, and, hence, the size of the basins of attraction 
iss characterized by a basin parameter 6. If 6 = 0, the set ft**(6) reduces to the sole pattern £**. 

Whatt we obtain are values for the weights that depend on this basin parameter 6: 

WiiiWiii b)=hflb)=hfl+v+v^^ b)b) UeVi] (3.i) 
«ty(*o)) (J € Vf) 

with h 

VijVij(b)(b) :=  N-' Y, (K " ïïfrviMm? ~ l)(C-l(b)r [(1 - b)$ + 6(1 - %)] (3.2) 

[seee section 3.5, eqs. (3.43)]. Here, the Wij(t0) are arbitrary numbers, which can be interpreted, 
inn a different context, as initial values for the weights, at an initial time t0, as is suggested 
byy the notation. Furthermore, K is the margin parameter referred to above, N is the number 
off neurons of the network. We abbreviated Wi(t 0) := (wn(t0),..., wiN(t0)). The quantities 
7 ff are defined in (3.15) for arbitrary wif and the matrices €fu are defined in (3.28). The -yf 
dependd on threshold potentials 0it the basin parameter b and the input patterns £**. V$ and V? 
aree index collections defined in such a way that the weights wtj are adaptable if j G V* and 
constantt if j e Vf (for all i = 1 , . . . , TV), see also chapter 2 section 2.2. If the (constants) 
WijWij  vanish, there is no connection between i and j. Hence, the w^ (j € V^) determine the 
networkk topology. The more w{j (j € Vf) vanish, the more 'diluted' a network. 

Thee formulae (3.1)-(3.2), the main result of this chapter, generalize well-known results 
forr the weights of a recurrent network. The generalizations concerned are: the network is not 
fullyy connected, and the weights depend upon the prescribed size of the basins, characterized 
byy the basin parameter b. For 6 = 0 we recover our earlier result for a diluted network (see 
chapterr 2). 

Theree is no unique way to define the functioning of a neural network. With respect to 
fixedd points a neural network may be said to function better if its storage capacity a = p/N 
iss larger. On the other hand a neural network may be said to function better if the basins of 
attractionn are larger. In the first definition basins are neglected, whereas in the second one the 
numberr of patterns is ignored. However, for a biological neural network both fixed points and 
basinss are important. 

Ourr numerical study shows that in some cases the basins of attraction are larger for values 
off the basin parameter 6 unequal to zero. In other words, a network which has learned not only 
aa set of patterns £", but a collection of perturbed patterns fiM(6), will function better with 
respectt to basins. Hence, a network can recognize perturbed patterns better, if it has been 
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constructedd with perturbed patterns. This is what Wong and Sherrington [76], in a related 
study,, but for a network with connections that are changed during a learning process, call the 
'principlee of adaptation': a neural network is found to perform best in an operating environment 
identicall to the training environment. Our analysis confirms this observation albeit that the 
wordd 'identical' is not to be taken literally. So far our general introduction to the problem. We 
noww come to a short overview of this chapter. 

Inn section 3.2 we start by defining mathematically the problem to find suitable synaptic 
weightss by formulating the equations to be obeyed by the weights Wy(ft) of the connections. In 
sectionn 3.3.1 and the appendix we indicate how we could obtain, in principle, a series expansion 
inn the parameter b for the solution of the equations. To actually calculate the first terms of the 
expansionn would be very time consuming. We therefore proceed differently. In section 3.3.2 
wee rewrite the implicit expression found in section 3.3.1 in such a way, that we can easily 
findd an approximation [see eq. (3.34)]. What we essentially do, is to replace in the alternative 
implicitt expression found in section 3.3.2, a certain average jj* related to the z-th neuron 
potentiall hit threshold 0, and the activity Xi, given explicitly by eq. (3.7) below, by one and 
thee same constant K. We thus find an interpretation for the margin parameter K. Whether this 
replacementt of the functions 7^ by one and the same constant makes sense, is studied in the 
nextt section. In section 3.4 we introduce a probing set, characterized by a probing parameter 
b.b. The size of the basins of attraction of the network, as a function of the basin parameter 
b,b, are calculated numerically for different values of the probing parameter 6. We thus test our 
approximationn to the exact solution, and find it to be quite satisfactory. In the final section a 
mathematicall learning rule will be presented which, via a certain learning process, evolves to 
valuess of the weights as predicted by our main result (3.1)-(3.2). 

3.22 Mathematica l formulatio n of the proble m 

3.2.11 Equation s for th e enlarge d sets of inpu t pattern s 

Considerr a recurrent network of N neurons. A neuron i of this network fires (xt — 1) if its 
potentiall hi — Y^iLi^u^i surpasses a certain threshold value Oi {i = 1,...,JV). As in the 
previouss chapter we consider deterministic dynamics for the state x(t) of the network 

N N 

xx{{(t(t + At) = 6 H E waxt(t) -0i) {i  = 1,. . ., TV) (3.3) 
i=i i=i 

wheree 6 H is the Heaviside step function: Qn(z) = 1 for positive z and zero elsewhere, cf. 
equationn (2.3). Let us suppose that the network is such that it can store the p patterns 
£ \ . .. . ,£p , where £ is an JV dimensional vector consisting of zeros and ones. For the /j-th 
patternn we have hi — J^fLi wa^t'' hence the weights wu of this network are constrained by 
thee fixed point equations, following from (3.3) 

N N 

eH ( Ew « f f - ö * )) = ff (ji = l , . . . ,p ;t = l , . . . , ;V). (3.4) 
(=1 1 

(seee chapter 2). 
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Oncee the weights wu occurring in (3.4) have been determined for chosen collections of 
patternss £**, one may ask the question which patterns x, alike but not exactly equal to one 
off the É^'S, evolve to the fixed point £**, i.e., what are the basins of attraction of the fixed 
pointss g1. It is precisely the purpose of this chapter to study this question in some detail. 

Thee basin of attraction of an attractor of a dynamical system is defined to be the collection 
off points that evolve, in one or many steps, to this attractor. In the context of neural networks 
suchh an evolution has to be rather quick: arrival at a fixed point has to take place before 
aa new task is imposed by the neural system. In other words, in a biological system not all 
stimulii of the 'physical' basin will reach the attractor in a biologically prescribed time interval. 
Thiss biological time interval defines a 'biological' basin. We are here interested in the question 
whichh vectors x, belonging to certain disjunct sets of patterns Q?, centered around typical 
patternss £M (fi = 1 , . . . ,p), arrive, in one step of the dynamics only, at the fixed point £p . 
Thesee latter x 's certainly belong to the 'physical' basin of attraction as defined above, and will 
bee referred to, for the sake of simplicity, as the basin of attraction, although it is only a part 
off the 'physical' basin of attraction. The case of biological basins which reach the attractor in 
twoo or more time-steps is rather complicated and will not be discussed here. 

Inn order to take our newly defined basin of attraction into account, we shall replace the 
requirementt (3.4), an equation for the weights wü, by 

e H ( 2 > ^ - ^ ) = ## 0*  = l , . . . ,p ;i = l,...,JV) (3.5) 
i=i i=i 

wheree the patterns x belong to certain given disjunct sets of patterns fiM, still to be specified, 
centeredd around typical patterns £** (/z = l , . . . , p ) . Due to the Heaviside function we are 
nott able to solve (3.5) for all x € W. However, we shall determine by an (approximating) 
analyticalanalytical procedure the weights wu such that (3.5) is probably satisfied for most of the patterns 
x,x, but not necessarily for all patterns. The latter will depend on the chosen collections Of1 

{n={n= 1 , . . . ,p). Having obtained the weights wu, for such a particular choice of Ws, we shall 
checkk by a numerical procedure, whether all x € f)M actually satisfy (3.5). This will indeed 
nott always, but often, be the case. Thus we shall have obtained values for the weights which 
couldd be useful for an actual network. 

Ass stated above, we are not concerned, in this chapter, with the process via which learning 
takess place, we only are studying the purely mathematical problem of finding values for the 
weightss Wij  that guarantee storage and retrieval properties of a neural net. This leaves us with 
thee question whether the values, given by such a dry, mathematical requirement can actually 
bee realized by the wet-ware constituted by the neurons and their connections. This point will 
bee the subject of the next chapter, where it will turn out that this question can be answered 
affirmatively. . 

Distinguishingg the cases £f = 0 and £f = 1 one may verify that the equations (3.5) are 
fulfilledd if and only if 

7ff  («*) := ( E waXl - 9i)(2& - 1) > 0 V ^ f i " (3.6) 

wheree we abbreviated Wi := ( % , . . . , IUUV), and where Of1 is a collection of patterns which 
willl be made explicit in section 3.2.2. Let ^(x) be the probability distribution of patterns x 
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inn the set QM of patterns centered around a typical pattern £M. From (3.6) it follows that the 
averagess j? defined as 

7?(«>i):== E ^ H E w W - 1 ) (̂  = l,...,p;»=l,...,JV) (3.7) 

aree also positive, i.e., 
7 f K ) > 0 .. (3.8) 

Conversely,, the fact that the averages are positive, 7f > 0, does not necessarily imply that 
7ff > 0 (i — 1 , . . . , N;fi = 1 , . . . ,p). Throughout this chapter, the averages 7f will play a 
centrall role. 

Lett riQ be the total number of patterns belonging to any of the collections W (^ = 
1 , . . .. ,p). Since, in general, the number n^ is larger than the number p, the set of equations 
(3.5)) will be more restrictive than the set (3.4). 

Inn the following we shall consider biological networks, for which wü — 0 (i — 1 , . . . , N). 
Moreover,, we shall consider partially connected (or diluted) networks, i.e., we allow for the 
possibilityy that a particular set of connections wri vanish. In general, we shall suppose that 
aa certain subset of connections Wy have prescribed values. In order to formalize this, we 
introducee the sets V* (i = 1 , . . . , N) and their complements Vf: the V* contain all indices j for 
whichh w^ is not prescribed, but to be determined via equation (3.5), while their complements 
VfVf contain all indices j for which w^ have certain prescribed values, which may or may not 
bee zero (see chapter 2). Let the total number of indices j for which w^ [i = 1 , . . . , N) is 
prescribedd be given by M. Then (3.5) is a set of NUQ equations for N2 — M unknown weights 

Wij. Wij. 

Multiplyingg both sides of (3.5) by pfi(x)xJ and summing over fi and x we obtain 

EE £ ^(x)xjeu(E VÜXI - 0i) = E E P"(*totf 0' e Vi). (3.9) 
M=ll  X^Q,  ̂ 1=1 ti=\  XGQV 

Thesee are N2 — M equations for the N2 — M non-prescribed weights wi3, from which we want 
too solve the w^, once the fiM, or, equivalently, the p^(x) are specified. Notwithstanding the 
factt that the number of equations equals the number of unknowns, the solution of (3.9) for 
thee weights wu is not unique, because the step function G# only requires that Y^ïLi wu^i — $% 
bee positive or negative. As a side-remark we notice that equation (3.4) is under-determined 
forr p < N: then there are more unknowns wu than equations. 

3.2.22 The distributio n of pattern s in th e basin s 

Wee choose the following, particular, probability distribution function 

p"(*)) = nrffo) (3-10) 

where e 
rf{xi)rf{xi)  = (l-b)óXi$+bóXiil_% (3.11) 
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andd where b is a parameter between 0 and 1, which we will refer to as the 'basin-parameter'. 
Thee sets fi'1 around the patterns £** are supposed to be disjunct, and a vector x outside 

U j = 1 f i MM has, by definition, a vanishing probability. The probability distribution (3.10)-(3.11), 
however,, yields a finite — albeit it very small — probability for a vector x outside the direct 
surroundingg W of £*\ since it is defined for all 2N possible vectors x. The observation that the 
probabilityy distribution (3.10)-(3.11) for x's outside f i ^ is very small allows us to approximate 
thee sum of all x € u£=1£}" by the larger sum over all x e { 0 ,1 } ^ . This approximation will 
enableenable us to obtain analytical results. 

Iff b = 0 (no prescribed basins), only the patterns x = £** have a non-zero probability. For 
valuess of b close to zero any vector x has a non-zero probability, but only the probability of 
vectorss x close to one of the $? is appreciable. 

Note,, that the basin-parameter is directly related to the magnitude of OP: the larger b, the 
largerr the number of patterns in W that resemble the patterns £**. Let us denote the average 
overr the patterns as 

%:=%:= E p»(x)x3. (3.12) 
a;e{o,i}N N 

Then,, from (3.10) and (3.11) we find 

EE * " ( * ) = 1 (3-13) 

and d 

*?*? = £ [A-»)«.,<+«.„nr]*jl l E [(i-*)^+*««..^f ] 
== ( 1 - 6 ) ^ + 6 ( 1 - ^ ) . (3-14) 

Thee first equation expresses the normalization of the probability distribution function, the 
secondd one expresses the fact that the average value of the activity of neuron j is a number 
betweenn 0 and 1, depending on the basin-parameter 6. Using (3.12) and (3.13) in (3.7) yields 

7ff  (&, wt) = (E wa% ~ W(2ff - 1) (3-15) 

wheree b is the basin-parameter and where xf is given by (3.14). The wu occurring in this 
expressionn still have to be found. 

3.33 Solvin g the equation s 

Inn this section, we will try and solve the problem of finding the weights wu of a recurrent 
neurall network, in the approximation dictated by equation (3.9) combined with the particular 
probabilityy distribution (3.10)-(3.11), and we hope, thereby, to have obtained a useful solution 
forr the problem that we actually want to solve, i.e., the equations (3.5) or, equivalently, (3.6) 
forr given collections Q'\ The question to what extent we will have achieved this goal will be 
answeredd in section 3.4, where we perform a numerical analysis. 

Thee analytical approach to the problem to solve (3.9), an equation for the weights of a 
manyy neuron recurrent network is an adapted version of the way in which Wiegerinck and 
Coolenn calculated the weights for a large perceptron [89]. 
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3.3.11 Implici t equation s fo r th e weight s 

Byy substituting (3.10)-{3.11) into equation (3.9), we can obtain explicit expressions for both its 
leftt and its right side, and, from these, solve for the weights wit. Using (3.14), we immediately 
obtainn for the right-hand side of (3.9) 

EE E (̂x)̂ f = E^i (3-16) 

wheree x^ is given by (3.14). We turn now to the left-hand side of equation (3.9), the handling 
off which is more complicated and will be largely done in appendix A. 

Wee note that if w^ = Wij(8i,£!f) is a solution of equation (3.4) or (3.5), then also 

Wij(0i,£i)Wij(0i,£i) := <iiWij(<%l0i,€i) is a solution of equation (3.4) or (3.5), if fy is replaced by 

OiOi = afii, where a, is an arbitrary real constant. Using this freedom of gauge with a* -

(Ew=ii wim)1/2' w e c a n adjust the order of magnitude of the weights and the thresholds 

WijWij = ,  ̂ 0t = *  (3.17) 
yJ2m=lyJ2m=l wim y S m =l wim 

whichh has a consequence that, if w^ and $i are of the order Ny (y an arbitrary real number), 
thee hatted quantities are small, namely of the order 1/VN. Note that 

E<nn = l- (3-18) 
m =l l 

Onee has, trivially, 
NN N 

eH(EE waxi - Oi) = eH(E «to - A)  (3.19) 
1=11=1 1=1 

Thee further evaluation of the left-hand side of (3.9) in terms of the vbij is rather complicated 
andd is given in appendix A. The left- and right-hand side of equation (3.9) yields an implicit 
equationn for the Wij which is given by 

WijWij = TV"1 £ E?(b)(2& - l)a£ (i = 1 , . . ., N; j e Vt) (3.20) 

wheree the Ef given by 

p. fMM - „(^(t.«-0)-1 exp(-(^(6,100)726(1 -6)) , , „ , 

' WW ~ 2 , exp (-(#(*, «,))V»(1 -»)) l ' 

aree positive quantities in which the j**(b,Wi) are defined by 

%(b,w%(b,wtt)) = (5>«s? -ëm? - 1) (3-22) 
1=1 1=1 

inn analogy to (3.15). 
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Wee could find explicit expressions for the weights by starting from an explicit solution for 
bb = 0 and expanding the 7f(&, Wi) as a power series in the basin parameter b 

Tf(ft,»,)) = fl*+tf1*,+tfV + ... (3.23) 

Insertingg this expansion into (3.20)-(3.21) and equating equal powers of the expansion variable 
b,b, we may obtain explicit expressions for the expansion coefficients 7? (/z = 1 , . . . , p ; i = 
1 , . . . ,, N; k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 00) of the power series in 6, in terms of the physical quantities £**, 
&i&i and Wij,  where j is restricted to the set Vf. We thus would find an analytical solution of 
eq.. (3.9). This scheme has been carried out by Wiegerinck and Coolen [89] for the perceptron. 
Wee do not pursue this path for the recurrent neural net considered here, but we will use a 
pragmaticc simplification to arrive at an approximate explicit expression instead. This will be 
donee on the basis of an alternative implicit expression for the weights (3.20), to be derived in 
thee next section [see eq. (3.31) below]. 

3.3.22 An alternativ e implici t expressio n for th e weight s 

Inn order to arrive at an alternative expression for the weights, we decompose the 7^(6,10») as 

%(b,w%(b,wii)=%<)=%< cc(b,w(b,wii)) + tf(b) (3.24) 

inn which 

TiTi,C,C{b,Wi){b,Wi) = ( E üim< ~ ft)(2ff - 1) (3.25) 
rntVf rntVf 

iss the contribution from the wim with arbitrary (prescribed) values, i.e., m € Vf and 

f?WW = E <*W^(2ff - 1) (3.26) 

iss the combination from the weights which are to be determined. From (3.20) and (3.26) we 
find d 

rftfi )) = £ cTEWmï - i)(2tf -1) (3-27) 

wheree <7f" is the symmetric p x p correlation matrix given by 

Cr(b):=N-Cr(b):=N- llJ2x^J2xm̂m (3.28) 
meVi meVi 

withh / i , v = 1 , . . . ,p. For given values of the averages 7f'c(&, Wi), the contributions 7^(6, wï) 
whichh are to be determined have to satisfy 

7,, (J, « 0 - 7, ( ö ,« ,j )+N(2 f j - l ) i : m t ( ) j ) I : j i e x p ( _ ( , f ( 6 ) U ) j ) ) 2 / 2 M 1_6 ) ) (3.29) 

ass follows from (3.27) using the decomposition (3.24) and the explicit expression (3.21) for 
thee E?{b). 
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Fromm (3.27) we get, by multiplying both sides by (2£f - l ) (C j l(b))*tX and summing over 

/ x== l , . . . , p , 

EÏV)EÏV) = E Ff (6)(2Cf - l)(C-\b)rx(2Ü - 1) (3.30) 

wheree C - 1 is the inverse of the matrix C. Thus we have obtained an alternative expression 
forr the E?(b) [see equation (3.21)] in terms of the same quantities, namely ?%, £f, &i and b. 
Substitutionn of this alternative expression (3.30) into (3.20) leads to an alternative expression 
forr the Wi?: 

p p 

N'N'11 E ffifr  «0 - ^C(b, wt)}{^ - l)(CrW%- 0' e vo 
^ t jj  \ ti-,t/=\ (3.31) ) 

w, , ijij  (prescribed) (j £ V?) 

Inn equation (3.22) we introduced the ^(b,Wi) as functions of the weights t&y. Here, we have 
found,, conversely, the weights in terms of the 7^(6, Wi), which, in turn, are given by (3.29). By 
insertingg u)^ (3.31) into ^(b,Wi), equation (3.22), and making use of the definition (3.28) 
forr Cj*(b)  one arrives, indeed, at an identity. In view of (3.17), equation (3.31) also holds true 
withh all hats dropped. 

Thee equations (3.31) with (3.29) are an implicit expression for the weights. Developing 
thee 7's according to (3.23), we might obtain an explicit expression for the weights (3.31), just 
ass in section 3.3.1. 

Thee weights Wij  have been constructed as a solution of equation (3.9), an equation which 
iss strongly related to equation (3.8). Hence, one may expect that, on the average, the 7f's 
aree positive, i.e., 

7 f ( 6 , w i ) > 0 .. (3.32) 

Wee come now to the simplification referred to above. Instead of determining the coefficients 

off the expansion (3.23) for the 7's, we truncate this expansion after the first term and neglect 

alll coefficients % , for k > 0. Dropping the hats and writing 

7̂ (3.33) ) 

forr all constant first terms in the expansions (3.23), we obtain from (3.31) 

,, N-1 £ [« - ^'c(ö, i*)](2t f - l)(CT1(6)r^ U e Vi) 
WijWij = { M,„= i (3 .J4) 

\Wij\Wij (prescribed) {j  e Vf) 

Notee that with the choice u/y(t0) = 0 for j e V{ and Wij(t0) = w^ (prescribed) for j e Vf 
inn our main result, eqs. (3.1)-(3.2), the latter equations reduce to the equations (3.34). We 
thuss have almost found the main result. The final form (3.1)-(3.2) is derived in section 3.5, 
afterr a numerical analysis of the particular case (3.34). 

Inn view of (3.32), we will choose for K in eq. (3.33) a certain positive number. Then, sub-
stitutionn of (3.34) into (3.15) yields 7^(6, wt) = K, as is to be expected. Thus although (3.34) 
iss not necessarily a solution of (3.9), as a consequence of the simplification, it nevertheless 
yieldss positive values for the 7f (6, wi). 
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Thee approach, in which we replace the constants 7f by a number to be found by (nu-
merical)) trial and error, is a priori, rather crude. The usefulness of this way of handling will be 
checkedd in the next section. 

3.44 Numerica l results : probin g the basin s 

Inn this section we will study the question regarding the size of the basins of attraction induced 
byy the collection of patterns 1^(6). Stated differently, we will determine whether the solution 
(3.34)) for the weights gives suitable basins of attraction. More in particular, we will search for 
thee optimal values K and b to be taken in (3.34). This will be done by carrying out a numerical 
analysis. . 

Inn the preceding section we have shown that the weights given by (3.34) are such that the 
averagee values ^(b,Wi) are all positive. This does not mean, however, that equation (3.5) for 
weightss Wij  is satisfied for all patterns x e Ü^. Rather than attempting to determine basins 
off attractions Q'1 satisfying this requirement we will use the following procedure. 

First,, we construct a large number of patterns x by randomly generating them in agreement 
withh probability distributions 

P"(* 00 = UK 1 -5)4*,<f +5**«.i-tf ] (3-35) 

ass in (3.10) and (3.11) but with an parameter b taking some values in the interval 0 < b < 1. 
Wee will refer to this parameter b as 'probing-parameter'. If the probing parameter b vanishes, 
aa probing collection 0,^(1 = 0) consists of precisely one pattern, namely $/J. 

Havingg these patterns we determine the fraction of patterns x for which the 7 are positive 
forr all i 

l?{wi{b))l?{wi{b))  = (5>a(tyr, - ft)(2ff - 1) (3.36) 

withh wu(b)  given by (3.34). In this manner we have a measure for the adequacy of the solutions 
off equation (3.5) for the weights t%(6) as given by (3.34). In general, the probing-parameter b 
usedd in the test will be unequal to the basin-parameter b used to calculate the weights Wij(b). 

Inn our numerical studies we first picked a certain value of 6, next generated randomly a 
largee number of patterns x in agreement with (3.35), then determined the fraction of x's with 
alll Ji(wi(b)) positive. In doing so we took vanishing prescribed weights Wij(t0) = 0, (j G Vf), 
andd $i = l/N for all (i = 1 , . . . , N). The patterns f have been chosen randomly, with a well 
definedd value of the activity a = 0.2 and the dilution d has been chosen to be 0.2. 

Inn figure 3.1, we have depicted the relative number of x's belonging to the basin (vertical 
axis)) as a function of the basin-parameter 6 (horizontal axis). The graphs a, b, c and d in 
figuree 3.1 correspond to four values of the margin parameter K: K = 1, K = 2N~l, K = N~l 

andd K = iJV" 1 . 
Eachh of the broken lines in the graphs 3.1a- 3.1d corresponds to a different value of the 

probingg parameter b. Going from top to bottom in the four graphs of figure 3.1, we cross 
curvess with a larger and larger probing parameter 6. For the smallest possible value of the 
probing-parameterr 6, namely 6 = 0, the probing set reduces to a typical pattern £". It follows 
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00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Basin-parameterr b Basin-parameter b 

00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Basin-parameterr b Basin-parameter b 

Figuree 3.1: Probin g of th e basin s for variou s value s of th e margi n parameter . In the 
fourr graphs a, b, c and d, the fraction of x's with all 7, positive is depicted, vertically, for four 
valuess of the parameter K occurring in the final expression for the weights (K = 1, K = 2N~l, 
KK = i V - 1 and K = ^N^1), as a function of the basin parameter b. The six broken lines in each 
off the graphs correspond to different values of the probing parameter b that characterize the 
setss £y (6). From top to bottom, in each graph, we have plotted the fraction of x's with all 7 
positivee for values of b given by the six numbers 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.1, respectively. 
Thee number of neurons is N = 256, the number of patterns £ equals p = 32. The mean 
activityy is a — 0.2. The dilution of the network is d = 0.2. 
Inn each of the four graphs, a, b, c and d, that is, for four different values of the margin 
parameterr K, there is an interval of values of b for which the fraction of 7's equals one, for a 
rangee of values of the probing parameter b. Hence, for probes with b in the latter range, the 
nett has values for the weights iuy(& ) which are such that the net performs optimally. 

fromm figure 3.1 (see the upper lines, little diamonds) that the fraction of x's belonging to 
aa basin equals 1 for a large range of the basin-parameter b. As is to be expected, a typical 
patternn £M indeed is a fixed point for all values of b (up to some upper limit which is larger 
thann 0.3). 

Forr values of the probing-parameter b close to zero, b = 0.02 say, the fraction of x's 
belongingg to a basin equals one for a large range of the basin parameter b (see the second 
curvess from above, indicated by little plus signs). As long as the probing-set is smaller than 
thee set of patterns which belong to the basin of attraction, the fraction remains one. In case 
thiss fraction is less than one, the probing-set is larger than the set of patterns which forms the 
basinss of attraction. Hence, the probing-parameter b can be viewed upon as a measure for the 
sizee of the basin of attraction. 

Too illustrate these latter statements we take as an example figure Id. The lines 6 = 0 
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Figuree 3.2: Probin g of th e basin s for variou s number s of patterns . The fraction of a;'s 
withh all 7J positive is depicted, vertically, for three different values p of the number of stored 
patterns,, p = 16 (top), p = 32 and p = 64 (bottom), as a function of the basin parameter 
b.b. In the left-column the margin parameter is chosen large compared to the threshold, K = 1, 
whereass in the right-column K is taken of the order of the threshold, K — ^N"1. The six 
brokenn lines in each of the graphs correspond to different values of the probing-parameter b. 
Fromm top to bottom in each graph we have plotted the fraction of a;'s with all 7,- positive for 
valuess of b given by 0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.1, respectively. The number of neurons is 
NN — 256, the mean activity is a = 0.2. The dilution of the network is d = 0.2. 
Itt is seen that for 6 ^ 0 , the fraction rises, up to some value of b. Hence, for large K (left 
column)) and small K (right column), the net possesses larger basins of attraction for b ^ 0 
thann for 6 = 0, for different values of the number of patterns p. 
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andd b = 0.02 coincide: they are the straight horizontal line with fraction one. For 6 = 0.04, 
correspondingg to a fraction given by the curve with little squares, the fraction rises to one as 
aa function of b. This implies that the size of the basins grows as a function of b. For larger 
valuess of b, given by the curves with crosses, triangles and asterisks, the fraction also rises as 
aa function of b, up to some value of 6, but never equals one. So in these cases, the number 
off elements of the probing sets always clearly is larger than the number of elements belonging 
too the basins. 

Wee now come to the effect of K on the performance of the network. Comparing figures la 

andd Id, and looking where the fraction equals one, we discover that for large K, b should be 

small,, and vice versa. 
Inn figure 3.2, we study for a large value K = 1 and a small value K = _1 of the margin 

parameterr what happens when the number of patterns varies from 16 via 32 to 64. As before 
wee have taken vanishing prescribed weights, «/„  = 0, (j € Vf), 0* = N~l for all i = 1 , . . . , N, 
andd dilution d = 0.2. We find for « = 1 as well as K = l that when the number of 
patternss increases, the size of the basins decreases. But, since the curves have a hump, a value 
forr the basin parameter b unequal zero yields a network that recognizes a larger part of the 
probingg sets ü^(b). 

Thee final observation relating to figures 3.1 and 3.2 reads that, in general, a network with 
weightss Wij(b ^ 0) performs better than a network with weights wzj(b = 0). 

3.55 Relatio n to earlie r work 

Thee above mathematical study has been performed for adaptable weights, wtj, j G Vlt to be 
determinedd by the equations (3.9), and prescribed weights, wijt j e Vf. Let us turn to the 
situationn of a neural network that adapts its weights, in the course of time, according to some 
learningg rule, i.e., to the situation of chapter 2. In a network that learns, all weights start, at 
tt = t0 say, with some initial value Wij(t0). The weights wijt with j € Vf, keep their weights 
throughoutt the learning process, while the weights wijf with j G Vit change in the course of 

time. . 
Now,, we ask the question whether we can find Wij which are such that wa(t) has prescribed 

valuess Wijito), for all i and j, at t = t0, whereas ï?(b,v>i(t)) has a large probability of being 
positive.. In case the prescribed values Wij(t0) vanish for all j € Vit the solution is given by 
thee un-hatted counterpart of equation (3.31). Here, we want to generalize this solution to 
non-vanishingg values Wij(t0), i.e., to weights of the form 

m_KM+«*(* )) 0'GVO ( 3) 
Wtj[t)Wtj[t) ~ \wrj(t0) (jGVf) V 

wheree v „ ( i ) is to be some function of the lüy of equation (3.31) such that 7f (b,Wi{t)) has a 
largee probability of being positive. For convenience, we will denote the «;„ of equation (3.31) 
ass Wij{t). The requirement on ^{b,Wi(t)) will be fulfilled if the v „ ( t ) are chosen such that 

t(b,Wi(t))t(b,Wi(t)) = ï?(b^(t)) (3-38) 

Itt is obvious that the property (3.38) guarantees that when the ï?(b,Wi{t)) are positive, the 

7ff (6, Wi(t)) are also positive. 
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Inn general, the 7^(6, Wi{t)), as defined by (3.15), are invariant under the transformations 

Wij{i)Wij{i)  = 
wait)wait) + Cij - AT-1 £ £ cim^(Cr1(6)r^ (j e Vi) 

n,v=\n,v=\ meVi (3.39) 

inn which the c^ are arbitrary numbers. In fact 

7*(ft,w*(0)) - 7?&  w4(0) = E f cW "  *>ij(t))$(2&  ~ 1) 
i € KK - (3 40Ï 

== E <*;**(2 # -1) - iv-1 £ E E cim<(cr1(fc)r^(2t f -1) 
andd both terms in the right-hand side cancel, as follows using equation (3.28) for the summa-
tionn over j e Vi. Hence, weights of the form (3.39) yield the property (3.38). The freedom 
too choose the Cy- in the transformation (3.39) allows us to find Vij(t) which meet all the 
demands.. In particular, writing Cy = Wij(t0) for j £ Vi and denoting the prescribed weights 
ass Wij(t) = Wij(t0), j e Vf, we can rewrite (3.39) as (3.37) with Vij(t) given by 

viAt)viAt) = wijW-N-1^ E ^ f o w ^ w r * ? 

==  N-' £ [7f (6, Wi(t)) - 7^(6, Wi(to))](2g - l)(C-l(b)rx  ̂ . (3.41) 

wheree in the second step we took for the ) the weights wijt denoted as Wy(t), of equation 
(3.31). . 

Notee that, by construction, the Vij{t) are such that (3.38) is satisfied. An alternative way 
too write equation (3.41), using (3.38), is given by 

Vij(t)Vij(t)  = N-1 J2 [7f (6, Wi(t)) - 7J*(6, Wi{to))](2$ - l){pr\b))^ . (3.42) 
ti,V—\ ti,V—\ 

Thee weights given by (3.37) with (3.42) are the generalization we were after from the point of 
vieww of learning. In doing so we have lost the connection with solutions of (3.9), since those 
Wij(tWij(tQQ)) with j e Vi do not have to satisfy (3.9) themselves. On the other hand, the usefulness 
off the expression for the weights w)y is supported by the fact that it can be viewed upon as 
aa transformation. By this transformation we can, starting from initial averages y?(b,Wi(t0)) 
associatedd to arbitrary weights Wijfo), change the average to arbitrary presented (positive) 
valuess 7 f (6, «;*(*)). 

Usingg the same simplification as above, equation (3.33), we obtain the result (3.2) men-
tionedd in the introduction 

Vij(t)Vij(t)  = N-1 £ [K - 7f (&, t*(to))](2ff - l ) ( C r i ( 6 ) ) ^ (3.43) 

withh xvj given by (3.14). The equations (3.37) with (3.43) are equivalent to the main result 
(3.1)-(3.2)) mentioned in the introduction of this chapter. Putting in this expression the basin 
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parameterr equal to zero (b = 0), we recover the expression obtained after a learning process in 
thee preceding chapter. This suggest that (3.37) with (3.43) is the generalization of the weights 
inn a process of learning with noisy patterns. Hence, we may state that a network performs 
optimallyy when trained with noise (b ^ 0), or, stated differently (and less precise): a neural 
networkk performs best in an environment identical to the training environment. This is what 
Wongg and Sherrington refer to as the 'principle of adaptation' [76]. In the next chapter, we will 
extensivelyy come back to this question, in a biological context. The final result will turn out to 
bee that the expression (3.37) with (3.43) is not identical but closely resembles the generalized 
expressionn for the weights in case of learning with noisy patterns. 

Thee equations (3.1)-(3.2), as derived in this section, are for b = 0 identical to the equations 
(2.55)) of chapter 2. This was not to be expected, since in chapter 2 we derived the weights as 
aa result of a learning process, whereas in the current chapter we are not concerned with the 
dynamicss itself but merely with the resulting neural network with fixed-points and basins of 
attraction.. This fortunate coincidence allows us to generalize the energy saving learning rule 
forr learning noisy patterns and thus find the dynamics after all. It will be the topic of the next 
section. . 

3.66 Learnin g fixe d point s and basin s 

Inn  chapter 2 we have seen that an analytical expression for the weights, equation (2.55) could be 
derivedd on the basis of the 'energy saving learning rule', equation (2.39). As already mentioned, 
thesee expressions for the weights can be generalized to obtain the equations (3.1)-(3.2). This 
raisess the question whether the energy saving learning rule can be generalized to b ̂  0. This 
indeedd can be done in the following way. 

Forr p = 1, the equations (3.37) with (3.42) give the values of the weights after storage 
off one pattern, which is identical to the application of a learning rule if this pattern is stored 
inn one learning step. Using the fact that for p — 1 we have C}l{b) = N~l EmeVj Xm^m. this 
assumptionn leads to a change in the connections given by 

Awijito)Awijito) = !»[7i(&, Wi(*i) ) - 7*(&, u>i(*o))](2& - l)x ; (3.44) 

where e 
ViVi = 1/ Yl XrnXm (3-45) 

meVi meVi 

andd where 

xxmm = [(l-b)U + b{l-U)\- (3-46) 

Iff we take 7i(0, u?j(£i)) = K, it can be verified that for b = 0 this learning rule reduces to 
thee global energy saving learning rule. This implies (3.44) to be the generalized global energy 
savingg learning rule, which stores any pattern in one learning step. Then, using the method 
off Diederich and Opper in the same manner as done in chapter 2, the final values of the 
weightss after a learning process with learning rule (3.44) can be found to be given by equation 
(3.1)-(3.2). . 

Too conclude our short discussion on learning rules we mention that other learning rules 
doo exist which take basins of attraction into account. Therefore, we return to the equations 
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(3.4).. Then, the following perceptron-like learning rule can be proposed 

**>nM**>nM  = ( E Smr'Kf - Ö H ( (£ wa(to)ff ~ Oi)]xj . (3.47) 
mev;; 1=1 

Sincee the equations (3.4) can be rewritten as 

N N 

(Zmtf-6i)(2&-l)>0,(Zmtf-6i)(2&-l)>0, ( j i = l , . . . , p ; i = l , . . . ,JV), (3.48) 

ann alternative form of the learning rule (3.47) is given by 

AtM*o )) = ( £ Xm)-lQfi{-(tMto)# ~ Si)(2Z? - l))(2tf - 1)*,-. (3.49) 
meVimeVi 1=1 

Notee that, by construction, the connections of a network build with this learning rule change 
inn time unless equation (3.4) is satisfied. Hence, convergence of the connections to some 
asymptoticc value imply the equations (3.4) to be satisfied. We will not study these learning 
ruless analytically nor numerically, mainly due to their mathematical nature. 

3.77 Conclusio n 

Inn this chapter we mainly asked the question: what values must one take for the weights of a 
neurall network in order that it performs best with respect to the basins of attraction. We were 
ablee to reformulate this problem in a mathematically exact way, and to obtain a solution that, 
byy its construction, had a certain plausibility of being a suitable one. Finally, we performed a 
numericall test, which confirmed the usefulness of our approach. The weights u>y(6) obtained 
inn this chapter on the basis of perturbed data (b ^ 0), yield a network with larger basins than 
wouldd have been obtained in case of non-perturbed data (6 = 0). In the following chapter we 
willl propose a biological learning rule, in contrast to the mathematical learning rule of this 
chapter,, which is such that, apart from a minor detail, the synapses strive at values for their 
weightss as given by the main result of this chapter, equations (3.1)-(3.2). In other words, 
naturee might realize almost totally what mathematics suggests. 

AA Derivatio n of implici t equation s for the weight s 

Inn this appendix we will evaluate the left-hand side of equation (3.9). Then combining this 
withh the result of section 3.3.1 for the right-hand side will lead to implicit equations for u)y. 

Insertingg (3.19) into the left-hand side of (3.9), multiplying by a delta function containing 
aa variable z and integrating over z, we get the equivalent expression 

EE E • • • E P^i*) fdz XjSjiiwijXj -§i + z)6[z - Y,™uxi) 
ItIt  a;i=0,l xjv=0,l J l^j 

==  Hjdz £p?(*>iÖH(t&y*i ~0i + z)I%(z) 
ItIt  J Xj 

(3.50) ) 
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wheree we used (3.10) and where we abbreviated 

W*)W*) = E - E E - E I I lC(xm)6{z - £ *üXi]  (j e Vi). (3.51) 
xixi  Xj-i  Xj+ i Xff m^j l^j 

Thee summation over xj in (3.50) yields 

SP?fe)*jÖH(t&yarjj -0i + z)= X ^ O H K -Bi + z) (3.52) 
Xj Xj 

ass follows by inserting (3.11). The factor P£(z) can be rewritten in the following way. 
Usingg a well-known representation of the delta-function we first obtain 

11 rOO . 

ww = T- / dfce n E^(^) e_ imxm  (3-53) 
Onee has 

E^(x»»)e" i* l&imImm = (1 - &)e-**ira*™ + 6e-
ifctóim(1~^) (3.54) 

wheree we used (3.11). Inserting (3.54) into (3.53) we may write 

mmzz)) = — fdk exp {ikz + £ In K1 - b)e-ik^  ̂ + frr**'"*1-^]} (3.55) 
27rr J mft 

wheree we used y = exp{\ny}. We can now expand the two exponentials occurring in the 
argumentt of the logarithm. This leads to a term of the form l n ( l + y). Thereupon, we can 
expandd this term as y — \y2 + . . . , since y is of the order of u ^ , and ?% is of the order N~1/2, 
ass noted above [see eqs. (3.17) and following text]. Thus we obtain 

Inn [(1 - b)e-ik* im&  + be'**^1-^] = -ikwimx  ̂ - ^6(1 - b)k2w2
m + ... (3.56) 

Insertingg (3.56) into (3.55) we may write 

I#{z)I#{z) = i exp {-{z - z0)
2/2a} f ° dk exp {~{k - i(z - z0)/a)2} + .. . (3.57) 

wheree we abbreviated 

** := 6(1 - 6) 5 > L 2 0 : = E ^ - < - (3-58) 

Usingg the fact that w^ is of the order 1/y/N we may write a = 6(1 - 6). After evaluating the 
integrall we obtain 

Ptj(z)Ptj(z) = (2na)-i exp {-(z - z0)
2/2a} + . . . (i = 1, . . . , N; j e VJ) (3.59) 

withh (i = 1 , . . . ,p. Substituting (3.52) and (3.59) into the right-hand side of (3.50) we obtain 
forr the left-hand side of (3.9) 

(27r<j)-ii J2 fdzXjQu(wij -Oi + z) exp{-(z - z0)
2/2a} . (3.60) 

ft ft 
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Thee integral occurring in (3.60) can be rewritten 

ƒ§§ := (2TT(7)-2 jdz &n{wij  -$i + z) exp {-(z - ZQ)2/2a). (3.61) 

Changingg the integration variable z according to y = (z — zo)/y/2a, we find 

ii r°° 
lijlij  = TT"? / %6H(w)y -êi + z0 + y/2ay)e-y2 

JJ — oo 

== 7T"2 y %e"1 ' + (47r)"2 y dy [sgn(u)jj -OI + ZQ- V2ay) 

+sgn(t&yy -0i + zo + \/20y)]e-y2. (3.62) 

Thee integral over the first term is a Gaussian integral, the second term can be expressed in an 
errorr function. Thus we find 

^j^j = \ + |erf([^?(6, Wi){2& - 1) + c£]/V^) (i = 1, • • •, N; j G 1/,) (3.63) 

wheree // — 1 , . . . ,p, where the error function is defined according to 

erf (x) :=^== F dy<Ty\ (3.64) 

y/TTy/TT Jo 

andd where -ff (6, W{) is defined in (3.22). Furthermore, we abbreviated 

efjefj = -WijX^j + Wij . (3.65) 
Notee that, apart from a £M dependent factor, the quantity eg equals the weight Wij.  In view 
off (3.17), e^j/y/Öxr is small. The error function in (3.63) can be split into two contributions. 
Forr small e we have 

PP++** 2 2 
// dye"» - e e ^ + . . . (3.66) 

whichh allows us to write for (3.63) 

/gg = i + ierf(^(6, Wi)(2t? - l ) / v ^ ) + - ^ L exp ( - (^(6 , ^ ) ) 2 /2a) + . . . (3.67) 

Usingg (3.60) and (3.67) with (3.22), the final expression for the left-hand side of (3.9) can be 
obtained d 

\\ E X?[1 4- erf(^(6, Wi)(2& - \)/y/2a)\ +  ̂ = < % E « P (-«?(6, w^f/2a) (3.68) 

Combiningg the right- and left-hand sides of equation (3.9), as given by (3.16) and (3.68), 
respectively,, we get an equation from which the weights wlj follow immediately 

-- = y/2^E^[(2& - 1) - erfffi&tpQflff - l ) / y ^ ) ] 

26(l-6)E | lexp(-(^(6,fü i))V2a)) " { } 
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Withh the properties 

erff (7f (6, w{)(2tf - 1 ) /V^) = (2^ - l)erf(^(6, t * ) / v ^ ) (3.70) 

and d 
erff (y) = 1 - -^T=e-y2 + . . . (3.71) 

yy/TT yy/TT 

wee can rewrite (3.69), 

\Fhw \Fhw 
WiiWii  = E^W-iJlV^W».^)]- 1 1 

^^ } » (3-72) 
xx exp ( - ( ^ (ö , i ü i ) ) 2 / 2^ ) /E e x P( - ( ^ ( 6 . ^ ) ) 2 / 2 a ) 

or,, equivalently, 

<•• = N-l"£EÏ(b)(2tf - 1)3$ (t = l JV;j G VJ) (3.73) 

wheree E? given by 

WMM  = NU (^ (& ' Wi ^ -16XP (-ffi( 6'  ^))V 2(7) ,, 74ï 
i WW 6(1-6) E^exp(-(^(6,Wi))

2/2<7) l J 

iss a positive quantity with a and 7^(6, u»j) introduced in (3.58) and (3.22). With (3.73)-
(3.74),, the final results in this appendix, we have obtained expressions for the weights Wij  in 
termss of the 7^(6, Wj) and a, which, in turn, are given as functions of the weights w)y, the 
thresholdss 0, and the patterns £**. In other words, the equations (3.73)-(3.74) are implicit 
expressionss for the weights only. 
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